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We develop a theory of non-commutative stochastic integration with respect to 
the creation and annihilation process on the full Fock space over L2(W). Our theory 
largely parallels the theories of non-commutative stochastic It6 integration on 
Boson and Fermion Fock space as developed by R. Hudson and K. R. Parthasarathy. 
It provides the first example of a non-commutative stochastic calculus which does 
not depend on the quantum mechanical commutation or anticommutation 
relations, but it is based on the theory of reduced free products of C*-algebras by 
D. Voiculescu. This theory shows that the creation and annihilation processes on 
the full Fock space over L2(W), which generate the Cuntz algebra O,, can be inter- 
preted as a generalized Brownian motion. We should stress the fact that in contrast 
to the other theories of stochastic integration our integrals converge in the 
C*-norm on O,, i.e., uniformly rather than in some state-dependent strong 
operator topology or (non-commutative) Lz-norm. 0 I!392 Academic Press, Inc. 
The need for a description of stochastic quantum mechanical 
phenomena, as they occur, for example, in quantum optics, led to the 
development of a rigorous non-commutative or quantum probability 
theory which was started in the early seventies. In particular, notions of 
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non-commutative stochastic processes and Markov processes have been 
developed (cf., e.g., [Dav, AFL, Kiim2]). In this situation an obvious 
problem, motivated by mathematics as well as by physics, is to construct 
Markov processes as solutions of stochastic differential equations. 
In the non-commutative frame this was first done successfully with the 
theories of quantum stochastic differential equations developed by Barnett, 
Streater, and Wilde [BSWl, BSW2) and, in extended form including Ito’s 
formula, by Hudson and Parthasarathy [HuP] and Applebaum and 
Hudson [ApH]. Here, integration with respect to classical Brownian 
motion is replaced by integration with respect to “quantum Brownian 
motion” which is described by the creation and annihilation processes on 
the symmetrized or antisymmetrized Fock space corresponding to the 
algebras of canonical commutation relations (CCR) and canonical 
anticommutation relations (CAR). 
On the other hand, the structural approach to the theory of non-com- 
mutative stationary Markov processes (cf. [Kiiml, Kiim2]) shows that in 
a typical non-commutative situation a Markov process naturally decom- 
poses into two parts: a process satisfying a set of conditions which form the 
axioms for “generalized white noise” and a “coupling” to this generalized 
white noise by an adapted unitary cocycle. Generalized white noise 
generalizes classical white noise. It includes, naturally, the non-com- 
mutative examples based on the CCR and CAR relations. However, there 
do exist very different examples (cf. [Kiim3]). Therefore it is expected that 
there exist other theories of non-commutative stochastic integration 
yielding the corresponding Markov processes as the solutions of stochastic 
differential equations. Indeed, it is shown in [KiiP] that stochastic integra- 
tion can be defined for every generalized white noise. However, additional 
information on its structure is needed in order to obtain an It6 table and 
thus to develop a full stochastic alculus as it exists o far only for the CCR 
and CAR case. 
In the present paper we show that this can also be fully done in the case 
of the Cuntz algebra 0, [Cunl, Eva]. Due to the theory of reduced free 
products by Voiculescu [Voi] (compare also [Avi] ) the algebra 0, can 
be furnished with the structure of a generalized white noise. And indeed, we 
obtain a new non-commutative stochastic calculus which almost com- 
pletely parallels the theories of Hudson and Parthasarathy and Applebaum 
and Hudson. Surprisingly it even gives, formally, the same It6 table. An 
additional difficulty here results from the fact that in a general stochastic 
integral we have to allow integrands on the left and on the right hand side 
of the integrator due to the lack of appropriate commutation relations. On 
the other hand, our theory is even stronger than the other ones since the 
stochastic integrals can be defined in the operator norm on 0,. This does 
not just follow from the boundedness of the creation and annihilation 
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operators alone (cf. the CAR case) but uses heavily the particular structure 
of 0,. 
We also want to mention that a related theory of stochastic integration 
on the full Fock space, which also includes the analogue of the gauge 
process, is developed in [Spe2]. A limit theorem characterizing this type of 
white noise is obtained in [Spell. 
Let us finally summarize the contents of this paper. 
After introducing the necessary background on the full Fock space and 
the Cuntz algebra O,, in Section 1 we define the space of stochastic 
processes which we consider. In Section 2 we prove the existence of the 
stochastic integral and establish its basic properties. It is then used in 
Section 3 in order to prove existence and uniqueness of the solutions of 
stochastic differential equations. ItB’s multiplication table is established in 
Section 4. With its help we determine in the next section the stochastic dif- 
ferential equations whose solutions form unitary adapted cocycles. Finally, 
these are applied in Section 6 to construct new non-commutative Markov 
processes (“dilations”) of norm continuous semigroups of transition 
operators on some initial algebra B(Z). 
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this section we introduce the basic notions of Fock space and Toeplitz 
algebras (the C*-algebras generated by the creation operators on the 
full Fock space) which will form the objects of our theory of stochastic 
integration. 
For a Hilbert space X0 the unsymmetrized (or full) Fock space is defined 
to be the Hilbert space 
5(X0) := 6 Zo”” :=CQ@ 6 X0”“, 
n=O n=l 
where $2 is a fixed unit vector. Hence the scalar product is given by 
CL7 gi E &) 
<flO ... Of", glo a.- og,)=s,,(fi,g,)...(f",g"), 
(Q,flO ... Of,>=& 
(Q, Q) = 1. 
On B(9(Zo)), the algebra of all bounded linear operators on 9(so), 
there is a canonical vacuum state 
p: w74)) + @, 
xl+ (Q, Xsz). 
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For any vector fe X0 we define the (left) annihilation operator l(f) and 
the (left) creation operator f*(f) on 9(X0) by 
Kf).fl@ .‘. Of,= (.Lfl>f,O ... Ofn, 4f)Q = 0, 
r*(f).flo ... @f,=f@f1@ ... Of,, ~*cfw =.fi 
The operators l(f) and Z*(f) are bounded with 
IIU-)I = II~*Lf)ll = llfll x0 
and Z*(S) is the adjoint of l(f). 
The C*-algebra F” c &9(X0)) generated by {l(f): ft~ X0} is called the 
Toeplitz algebra where n = dim X0. As a C*-algebra it is uniquely deter- 
mined by the relations 
and 
u-) l*(g) = (f, g> 21 for f; gESO 
f I*(ei) l(ei) < 1 for some orthonormal basis (ei} in X0 
i=l 
with m = n if n < co, otherwise this relation is assumed to hold for all m E N 
[Cunl, Cun2]. 
For it = 1 the algebra Y1 is the C*-algebra generated by the one-sided 
shift on 12(N). For a finite dimension n > 1 the Toeplitz algebra Yn is 
isomorphic to an extension of the Cuntz algebra 0, by the algebra of all 
compact operators. If n = co then Ym is isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra 
0, itself [Cunl, Eva]. 
By the first relation, any product of creation and annihilation operators 
can be brought into the standard form 
In the following we will concentrate on the case X0 = L’(R). Then we 
have 
9 :=S(L2(R))= @ (L*(lR)p= @ L2(W) 
n>O ?I30 
with R” := (a}. 
As integrators we will use creation and annihilation operators of charac- 
teristic functions f= x., with A E S(R) and A(A) < co (here Y(R) denotes 
the set of all Bore1 subsets of R and il is Lebesgue measure on R). For 
simplicity we will use the notation 
U) :=4X.4) and I*(A) := I*(XA). 
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So we obtain 
For an interval Zc R’ we define L*(Z) := {f~L*(lR)~f~~~=f} and 
O(Z) := c*{z(f)IfEL*(z)} cB(F) 
as the C*-subalgebra of O,, which is generated by the creation and 
annihilation operators which are “adapted” to the interval I. The family 
of these algebras will form the filtration in our theory of stochastic 
integration. 
Finally, let 2 be a fixed separable Hilbert space (“initial space”). 
Then we have the conditional expectations 
H,: B(i?f)@B(P) --, B(X) determined by P,[LOA] =p(A)L 
and 
P,:B(~)OB(~)-rB(~)OB(~) with P,=P,@!. 
Here and in the following, the tensor product between C*-algebras will 
always be the minimal tensor product. 
We add a short discussion concerning the sense in which the Cuntz 
algebra 0, may be viewed as an example of a generalized white noise with 
respect to the vacuum state p. 
The main ingredient of a generalized white noise is that subalgebras 
belonging to disjoint time intervals, in our case the subalgebras O(Z) for 
disjoint intervals Z, are stochastically independent. 
Let 
%=O$ 
j6J 
be any decomposition of X0 into an orthogonal direct sum of subspaces 3 
and let Ai c B(F(zO)) be the C*-subalgebra generated by {Z(f): f E ~$1. 
Then the following properties are easily verified: 
(i) The Toeplitz algebra Y,, is generated by lJiE J Ai. 
(ii) The GNS-representation for Y” with respect to the vacuum state 
p is faithful. 
(iii) For i, 1 < i < m, let a, be an element in A, with ~(a,) = 0 and 
assume thatji#ji+r for 1 ,<i<m-1. Then 
Aa, . ..a.)=0 (free independence). 
It follows from these properties that (Yn, p) is the reduced free product 
of the family (Ai, pi)j, J in the sense of Voiculescu [Voi] (where pi denotes 
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the restriction of p to the subalgebra A,), in particular, the subalgebras A, 
for different j E J are “freely independent.” 
On the other hand, it follows immediately from condition (iii) that the 
subalgebras A, (Jo J) are independent in (Fn-,, p) in the sense of the general 
definition in [Kiim3], up to the faithfulness of the state p: Given xl E A,,, 
x2 EAjz, where j, #j2, we have p(x, .x2)=p(xI) .p(x2). Moreover, for 
X0 = L’(R), the Cuntz algebra 0, can easily be furnished with the struc- 
ture of a “generalized white noise” in the sense of [Kiim3] (again up to the 
faithfulness of the state). This was our motivation for trying to construct a 
stochastic alculus for this algebra where the independence condition (iii) 
replaces the independence relation usually implemented by the commuta- 
tion or anticommutation relations. Although the independence condition 
(iii) does not occur explicitly in the following considerations, it always 
lurks in the background but appears in the guise of the algebraic relation 
4g)l*u-)= (&I-)~. 
1. THE SPACE OF PROCESSES 
Contrary to all known theories of stochastic integration the stochastic 
integrals in this theory, as introduced in the next section, will converge in 
the norm. The price to pay is that the processes take values not in the 
whole of O,, but in a suitable dense subalgebra ~?8 which is a Banach 
algebra in a stronger norm. Nevertheless, this algebra is big enough for our 
purposes as it contains the solutions of a large class of stochastic differen- 
tial equations. 
Since creation and annihilation operators for disjoint time intervals 
satisfy no appropriate commutation relations we will have to consider 
stochastic integrals in their general form J G(t) d/(t) F(t). Consequently we 
will consider processes which are elements in L4(R; $49) rather than in 
L’(R; a), as the pointwise product of two elements in L4 is in L*. 
We start by introducing the subspace of B(X)@ O(Z) in which our 
processes will take their values. 
We write an operator A E B(8) 0 O(Z) c B(X 0 9) according to the 
decomposition 
as a matrix A= (ACmVn1)m,n20. Denote by 
Q;: & L2(W; 2) -+ L*(R’; 2) 
n=O 
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the orthogonal projection from the whole Fock space onto its ith direct 
summand. Then we may identify At”,“] := Q,,,AQ, with an operator 
A[ “‘,“l: L2( R”; Z) + L*( R”; 2) and obtain 
A~o.01 A[oz’l ,4[‘3*21 . . . 
A= 
AC’,01 AC’,‘] A[‘.21 . . . 
L 
Ac2.01 Ac23’1 Ac2.21 . . . ’ 
. . ! i . i 
Obviously, the operators AC”*“’ are bounded. The amplification A[“‘,“] @ II 
of ACmsnl will be interpreted as an operator on L2( R”+ k; J?) for k >, 0: 
L2(R”+k; ~)=L*(lRn;~)@L2(Rk)+L2(!Rm;~)~L2(Rk) 
= L2(R”fk; ix?). 
The matrix (A[“v”l),,, ao can also be written as the sum of its nth 
diagonals A’“) (n E h) with 
Ack) := f Qi+kAQi 
i=O 
A(-‘) := f QiAQi+k 
i=O 
(k> 0), where the infinite sums are understood in the strong operator 
topology on H @I 9. Formally we may write A = C,, z A’“‘. 
For our considerations the following examples are of particular interest: 
EXAMPLES. (1) The operator L@l(f) (f~ L’(Z)) in its matrix decom- 
position takes the form 
with entries only in the (- 1)th diagonal, where we identify L @ 1(f) with 
its restrictions to the subspaces L2(R’; 2). 
(2) More generally, consider the operator 
For n 2 k it maps L’(R”; X) into L2(R”-k+“; S); i.e., the corresponding 
matrix has entries only in the (m - k)th diagonal starting with the element 
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ACm,k3 hence, if we denote the non-vanishing restrictions of A to 
L’(rW”~ 2) by A again, it is, for k > m, given by 
0 
b 
t 
0 
0 
. . . rJ . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . 0 . . 
. . . 0 . . . 
. . 0 . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . . . 
b b b 
OAO 
0 0 A 
. . . . . 
. . . I* 
LEMMA 1 (cf. [Cunl, 1.71). For A E B(X@09) and n c Z we have 
llA’“‘II d lI4. 
Proof. The assertion is obvious for n = 0 as A H A(‘) is a conditional 
expectation. The case for general n can be obtained from the case n = 0 by 
moving the nth diagonal into the 0th diagonal as follows: Choose 
f~ L2(R) with l\fll= 1. Then Z*(f) is an isometry and we obtain for n > 0 
llA’“‘ll = f Qi+JQi 
II i=O II 
= ito Qi+nAl(f)” l*(f)” Qiii 
II 
6 igo Qi+nAl(f)” Qi+n 
I; ii 
G IMfYll 
= IIAII. 
The proof for n < 0 is analogous. 1 
Therefore, for all n E Z, AH A(“) . IS a well defined contractive linear 
projection on B(S@P). This allows the following definitions: 
DEFINITION. (i) We define the subspace .?@“(I) of Z?(X) @ O(2) as the 
range of the linear mapping A H A’“‘, i.e., 
&?(“‘(I):= (A’“‘JAEB(~)@O(Z)} (rlEZ). 
The space L@‘)(Z) thus consists of the operators which, in their matrix 
representation, differ from zero only in the n th diagonal. For @“)(lR) we 
will simply write .BP). 
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(ii) By g(Z) we denote the Z’-direct sum of the 9@“‘(Z); i.e., we put 
B(Z) := (jg ” B@‘(Z) 
naz 
= 
i 
AEB(2r)OO(z)I((AJI~:= 1 llA’“‘ll <m . 
nsz I 
Instead of g(R) we will frequently write 9. 
Obviously, #“‘(I) is a Banach space and 94’(“)(Z) .9@“‘(Z) t 9Z(“+m)(Z) 
and 99@)(Z)* =99-“‘(Z) 
An operator in standard form Z,@Z*(fi)...Z*(f,) Z(g,)...Z(g,) 
(Z, E B(X) and fi, gj E L2(Z)) is in 69(“‘(Z) if and only if m -k = n; i.e., the 
operator can be written as 
where k E N, with k + n > 0 (cf. Example (2)). By Lemma 1, these operators 
are total in &@“)(I). Loosely speaking, 5&“‘(Z) consists of operators 
containing n more creation than annihilation operators. 
Most of our considerations will take place in the spaces 99(“)(Z) and then 
be carried over to the I’-direct sum a(Z) of the @fl’(Z). 
If Z is any interval, then 99(Z) = 99(f), where Z is the closure of Z, so we 
will use the same symbol for these algebras and write simply @(s, t) for 
99( [s, 11) = J%((s, t)) = a;( [s, t)) = a((~, t]). We use the symbol G#“)(s, t) 
analogously. 
LEMMA 2. Given A, BE g(Z) we have 
(4 Mll G II-4~. 
(b) lWll,d IIAllB IIBII~ and lIA*ll~= IIAIIw 
In particular, 9(Z) c B(S) 0 O(Z) IS a Banach *-algebra in the norm I( .(I@. 
Pro@ (a) IlAll = llCneZ A@“ll GCnEZ llA’“‘lI = IIAllga 
(b) If A = CnaZ A(“), B=CnEz B(“’ then (AB)‘“)=CieH A(‘)B(“-‘I, 
hence 
IWII, = c IIW)‘“‘lI G 1 c IJA(’ lIB(“-i)ll = IIAlla IIBII,. 
nc‘z IZEZ iez 
1)A*ll,= l)All, is obvious. i 
In general we have ([A (1 -C I( AIla (e.g., for orthonormal vectors fi , f2, f3 : 
IIKI”d+4f2V(f3)ll =fi<2= IlZ(S~)+Z(f2)Z(f3)llc0), and similarly one 
sees that 9(Z) is a proper subset of B(X) @I O(Z). 
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DEFINITION. On #“‘(I) we define the mapping A”‘) H A’“’ which, for 
n > 0, maps 
A’“’ = 
into 
2’“) := 
0 0 0 . 
0 0 (j ..: 
A [%a] 0 0 . . 
0 A[n+l,lI 0 . . 
0 0 /4[n+2.21 . . . 
0 0 0 . . 
. 
0 6 (j . . 
A Cn,Ol 0 0 . . 
0 A[“,” @ 1 0 . . 
0 0 AC”,“@Ii ‘.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
As mentioned above, the Ac”-O1 01 are to be considered as operators on 
L*(R”+k; 2”) = L2(R”; 2) 0 L*( Rk). For n < 0 we put 2’“) := 0. Similarly, 
we define the mapping A’“) H A”‘“) := (A’“‘*)*. 
Therefore, if n 3 0, on the generating operators in standard form A’“) = 
LO1*(f,)...l*(f,+.)I(g,)...l(g,) this mapping takes the form Z”‘=O, 
if k > 0, and 2’“) = A’“‘, if k = 0. Thus we can generally interpret A’“’ as 
that part of A ‘n’ which contains no annihilation operators. 
Analogously, 2”‘) is that part of A’“’ which contains no creation 
operators. Explicitly, A -“‘J=O if n>O and for n<O 
A'") = 
0 A[o>-nl 0 0 
0 0 AC'.-"+ 11 0 . . 
0 0 0 ,4[2.-fi+21 ,.. 
1 . 
. . 
i 
. .i .
. . 
.
is mapped into 
0 .._ 0 ,LI[~.-“] 0 0 . . . 
Al’“) := o...o 0 
A [a, -nl @Q 0 . . 
o...o 0 0 A[“,-“]@Q . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . i .i 
In particular, we note that A”“) = A”) = P,[A]. 
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The following lemma will be crucial for our computations in the subse- 
quent sections. 
LEMMA 3. Given A(“), B(“) E W(")(Z) we have 
(a) AI(“)@“)* E B(X) @ 1 and P)*B(“) E B(Z) @ II. 
(b) llA”‘“‘ll < llA’“‘lI and IIA’“‘II < llA(“‘ll, i.e., A’“) H A(“) and 
A’“’ ++ A”‘“’ are contractive projections. 
(c) fl f E L*(Z’) (I” being the complement of I) then A(” = 
A@)Z*(f) and Z(f) A(“) = I(f) 
(d) p,[A’“‘&“‘*] = a(“)jj(“h 
ProoJ (a) Given n < 0. With Cco,o1 := ACo~-n]BCo~-“l* we obtain 
where Cco,ol: ~?@ia -+ S@Q. This shows the first part of the assertion 
from which the second part follows by passing to the adjoints. 
(b) First we compute 
(lA’“‘(l*a sup [IA’“‘(x@52)(1* 
xeX 
I/XII = 1
= sup IJd’“‘(x@Q)11* 
XE.xf 
Il.4 = 1 
= sup (x~sz,xz’“‘*A’“‘(x~a)) 
XEZ 
llzll = 1
= sup (x, Lx), 
XPJr 
llxll = 1
where LEB(#) is chosen such that d @)*A(“) = L @ II. In particular, L is 
positive and J(LII = IIP)*A(“)II = IIZ”)11*. So we finally obtain 
))A’“‘(l’a sup (x, Lx) = ((L/I = I(A(“)l1*. 
xe.%f 
IIXII = 1 
The second assertion follows from the first by taking adjoints. 
(c) This assertion is obvious for operators of the form A’“’ = 
LOf*(f,)...l*(f,+,)l(g,)...I(g,) (fi, gi E L*(Z), k 2 0, k + n 2 0, 
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L E B(X)), since Z(g,) Z*(f) =0 and Z(f) Z*(fi) =O. On the other hand, 
these operators are total in B(“)(Z), therefore the assertion is true for all 
operators in B(“)(Z) by (b). 
(d) If n ~0 then 
A co. -nlgCO. -HI* 
i ! 
0 . . . 
‘4 (n)@“)* = 0 ~Cl,-“+lI~C’,-“+‘l* .., 
*. 
.I 
hence 
? 
with cCO~OI .- A CO, -nlgCO, -HI* .- , we have 
ccw1 0 . . 
p,[A’“‘B’“‘*] = 
L 
0 cco.01 @Q . . 
. . 
.I 
= A”wjjod* 
(cf. part (a)). 1 
Using (b) we can extend both mappings to all of 98(Z): 
A = c A(“) )..+A := 1 A(“). 
n‘ziz nsR 
We are now prepared to consider processes and fix a time interval 
K := [To, T, 1. An element in L4( K; 43’“‘) will be called an n th level 
process. Hence the norm 1) .))Cnj on this space is given by 
Passing to the I’-direct sum we obtain from this the space of arbitrary 
processes 
0" L‘yK 9#")) 2 
tIGi2 
= F= 1 F'"' 1F'"' EL4(K; ??I""'), 1 llF'"'llcnj i a~ 
nsz nail 
In the following we will be interested only in adapted processes: 
DEFINITION. The space E(“) of nth level adapted processes is defined as 
E(“) := {FE L4(K; L&Y(“)) ) F(t) E .%I@)( - 00, t) almost everywhere} 
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with the norm IIF[l&,=jK IIF(t)j[4 dt. An adapted process is an element in 
the space E of adapted processes which is defined as 
6 := @‘I E(“) 
nez 
= 
i 
F= c F(“)IF(“)EE(“), /Fll, := 
nez 
n;z llF’“‘llcn, < ~0 . 
I 
At some stages we also need to consider, more generally, the spaces 
E?) := {FE LP(K; .%Y(“)) ( F(t) E 93@)( - co, t) almost everywhere} 
endowed with the corresponding p-norm 1) .)I ;, and, correspondingly, 
Ep := 0 P 
/I g(n) 
nsz 
with the norm II . II Ep (1~ p < 03 ) (hence E = Q). 
Remark. If F is a process in &p and G a process in E, then the process 
G.F: s~G(s).F(s) is in cp, too, and IIG.FJI,< IIGII,;IIFlI,. 
Similarly, given FE&~, GEE,, l/p+l/q=l, then F.GEE, and 
IIF. GII,, d IIFII,~ llGlleq. 
Proof We show the first assertion; the proof of the second assertion is 
similar. Given F = CnE z F’“) E ep, G = C,, L G’“’ E E, , we obtain 
UP 
I(G’“‘(t). F(“-m)(t)l(p dt 
> 
l/P 
d C c ~~G’“‘~~{,“;~ 
nez mcz 
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As simple functions are dense in L4(K; 99(“)) we can approximate func- 
tions in E(“) by simple functions in L4(K; S?(‘)). However, some care has to 
be taken in order to obtain approximations by simple functions which are 
themselves adapted, i.e., are in E(“). 
We denote the set of adapted simple functions by E$“, i.e., 
k-l 
Eb”’ := F(t)= c 1 Cr,.t,+l)WFiIk~ N; ti EK 
i=l 
with t, < t, -=z .. + < tk; Fi E .43@)( -co, ti) . 
LEMMA 4. The set E$” is dense in E(“‘. 
Proof For r E N fixed put 
TI - To t;” := T,,+ (i- l)--- (i= 1 3 .“, r+l) r 
and let 6, be the a-algebra generated by the intervals [tl”, t$? ,) (i = 1, . . . r) 
and let PC’) be the conditional expectation with respect to G,., i.e., 
P’): L4(K; &?y -+ L4(K; @)) 
Then we obtain for FE L4(K; B(“‘) (cf. [DiU, Chap. V]) 
IlP”‘FIl,n,~ lIFtI,,, and F= lim P”‘F. r-m 
Denote by S”’ the operator which shifts to the right through l/r on 
L4(K; Bfcn)) i e. 7 . 2 
9’): L‘yK; SW) -+ L4(K; @J) 
Fb-+ S”‘F, 
where 
($“F)(t) = {o”‘- lb-), 
> 
;: 72; T+ l,r. 
0.. 0 
Again, we obtain for FE L4(R, BP(‘)) 
F= lim S”‘F. 
,-CC 
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Since PC’) and S”’ converge to the identity in the strong operator 
topology as r -+ 00 and since the set (PC’) ) r E N } is norm bounded the 
operators Pf’)S”) also converge to the identity in the strong operator 
topology as r--t 00. 
If FE E(“) then define F(‘) := P(‘)S(‘)F i e , . .? 
Since F is adapted, we have F(s - l/v) E .C&“)( - co, ti’)) for s < ti;) r, hence 
F”’ is an adapted simple function which converges to F as r + co. 1 
Similarly, a process in ap , (“)lbp<co,canbeappo r ximated by adapted 
simple functions. 
2. DEFINITION OF STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
In this section we define stochastic integrals of the form 1 G(t) dZ(t) F(t). 
We first give the definition for an nth level adapted simple function: 
DEFINITION. Given FE&,“) and GEEI;“) corresponding to some joint 
partition of K, i.e., 
F= i Xrt,,r,+l)Fi with Fi E &I@)( - cc t.) 3 I 
i=l 
G= i XCt,,r,+,)Gi with Gi E@“‘)( -co, t.) I 9 
;= 1 
then we define for any subinterval Zc K 
s G(t) dZ(t) F(t) I= i GiZ(Zn [Ii, ti+l))Fi* I i=l 
A joint partition for F and G can always be found and from the 
additivity of f~ Z(f) we infer that this definition of the integral is 
independent of the particular decomposition. 
THEOREM 1. For FE&~), GEE&“‘), and Z= [s,, sl] we obtain 
j!i 
G(t) d/(t) f’(t) G lI’%lI(m~ II~xrll(n), I II 
and the integral is an element in ~?2I@+“‘-l)( - CO, sl). 
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Proof: In the following we will use the short hand notation 
I, := [ti, ti+ 1). Using the above decompositions for F and G we may write 
M:=~IG(t)dZ(r) F(t) 
as 
M= i G,l(In Ii)Fi. 
i=l 
It follows that each summand of M, hence A4 itself, is in 
@nfmP”( - co, sl). Since F is adapted we infer from Lemma 3(c) 
l(Zn li)F,= f(Zn Zi)Pi. 
Therefore, we obtain 
llJ412 = IlMM*II 
= 
I; 
2 GJ(ln I,) E&?I*(ln Ij)G) 
i,./ = I 
By Lemma 3(a) we have 
FiFj* = L,Qll with I(L,,(I = 11FJ2 for i=j. 
Since 
l(ZnZi) Z*(ZnIj)=~,A(In~i) .ll 
this yields 
(lM(12= i GiLii@Q i(ZnZi)G: 
II i=l II 
= 
IIs 
G(r) F(t) F*(t) G*(r) dt 
I
<(s, l,G(~),14 dl)l’* ( j,ll&)l14 dl)“* 
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Therefore, for fixed Z, the stochastic integral, considered as a bilinear 
mapping 
is jointly continuous and can be extended to a bounded mapping 
Ew~XEh’-,@+“-l’ 
which still satisfies the above norm estimate. 
This enables us to define the integral for arbitary adapted processes: 
DEFINITION. Given F = C,, E z F’“‘, G = C,, E z G’“’ E E, then we define 
A4 = s, G(t) dZ(t) F(t) by 
A4 := 1 j G”‘(t) dZ(t) F”‘(t). 
i, j E L ’ 
Obviously, M = C,, z M(“) with 
An estimate as in Theorem 1 is still valid and MEW since 
The integral with respect to dl* for G, FE E can now be defined by 
j,G(r) dl*(t) F(t) := I/*(r) dl(t) G*(t) 
> 
* 
and the assertions analogous to those we made for the integral with respect 
to dl are also valid for the integral with respect to dl*. 
Finally, the integral with respect to dt is defined for any function H in 
L’(K; Z3(ti @ 9)). In particular, given H = C, E L H”” E E, , we obtain 
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(11, H’“‘(t) &(I Q j, IIZI’“)(t)ll dt for all n E Z, and since jI H’“‘(t) dt~g(“), 
we obtain the estimate 
= IIHX,IIE,. 
We finally summarize our estimates in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let F, GE E, HE&,. Then all stochastic integrals are in B 
and we have the estimates 
111 G(t) 4t) F(t) G IIGx,II, ll~x,IL I Ii Y 
G(t) dl*(t) F(t) 
II 
d Ilhll, lIf%l/. 24 
II j
H(t) dt I I( 
G lIHx,lIc,. 
a
Since llFx,llB -+0 as A(Z) + 0, the integrals are also defined over any 
measurable subset of K. 
Let us add a short discussion on our definition of the stochastic integral. 
It obviously relies on the fact that for operators A and B with orthogonal 
ranges the estimate (IA + BI( < (IAll + JIB(( can be improved to \[A + BII d 
(I(A(j* + IlBl12)1’2. Therefore, the stochastic integral can be defined for all 
processes for which the corresponding integrands inherit the orthogonality 
relations from the creation and annihilation process. In particular, it is easy 
to see that the integral j, G(t) dl(t) can be defined for any process 
G E L*(Z, B(X) 0 0,), whether it is adapted or not. On the other hand, for 
integrals of the form j, dl( t) F(t), the adaptedness of the process F is essen- 
tial. However, we do not know presently, whether the restriction to the 
subalgebra 649 and to processes in E is necessary. Simple counterexamples 
show that a general adapted process FE L4(Z, B(X) @ 0,) may violate the 
above estimates in Theorem 2, but some weaker estimate might suffice in 
order to define the stochastic integral. 
3. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We now use this stochastic integration in order to obtain new processes 
from given ones. For the following, fix a time interval K := [0, T]. For 
given processes F, G E E, HE &I we define on K the new processes 
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M,(t) := 1; G(s) d(s) F(s) 
M2(t) := ( G(s) dZ*(s) F(s) 
M3(t) := j; H(s) ds. 
THEOREM 3. The processes Ml, M2, and M3 are adapted, belong to E 
and E,, and satisfy 
IW,IIs< T1’4 llM,ll,m< T1’4 IIGII, I&G Y-“~ IIGII, ll~ll, 
IIMJE < T1’4 IIMAl~m < F4 11~11, ll~ll~ G P4 IIGII, 11~311, 
IIM3IIc< F4 lIM311EC0 G T1’4 Wll,,. 
Moreover, Mi: K -+ ~24, t H Mi( t) is continuous with respect to I( .II ip for 
i= 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. We show the assertion only for M := Ml, the proof for M, and 
M, is analogous. 
First we consider FE .$) and GE &km), i.e., with Zi := [ti, ti+ 1), 
F= i XI,Fi 
i= 1 
k 
G= C XI,Gi. 
i= 1 
Then we have 
M(t)= t GiZ([Oy t] nZi)Fi. 
i=l 
We first show that M can be approximated by the adapted simple functions 
MC,.) with 
r-1 
M,,)(t) = C XCs,,sj+l)(t) i Giz(CO, Sjl nZi)Fi 
j=O i= 1 
r-1 
= C X[S,,Sj+l) 
j=O 
(t) j; G(s) 4s) F(s), 
where sj := j. (T/r). 
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Each M,,,(t) (si< t<~~+~) is an element of L?#“+“- “(--a, s,) c 
gb++ I’(-@J, f), and M,,, is an element of &g + m I) since 
Moreover, we have 
sup 
,E CO.Tl 
IIWt) - M,r,(t)ll = IJ;PT, 
’ /I 
r- I 
c XrJ/.S,+J’) J’ G(s) 4s) F(s) 
j=O Jl II 
ZZ sup 
II 
’ G(s) d(s) F(s) 
j=O,...,r- 1 3, II 
s, <I c A, +, 
d sup ll~~~s,,s,+,,ll~m~Il~~~r,,s,+,~ll~n~ 
j = 0, . . . . r - 1 
Therefore, M,,, converges to M in L”(K; B(“+ m-- ‘I), and hence also in 
@f mp ‘). It follows that 
llW(,+,-~,=~~~ Il~,,,ll,,+,-,,d~“4supllM(t)ll 
fEK 
G T1’411GII~,,ll~II (n, d T1’411Gll (m,llFII (nj. 
Therefore, the mapping 
is jointly continuous in F and G and may be extended to a mapping 
Consider now F=C,GzF(“), G=C,ErG(“)~~. Then we have 
IW=C,,,~ M’“’ with 
M’“‘(t) = 1 s’ G”‘(s) d(s) F(“-‘+ I)(s). 
rez 0 
580!103!2-12 
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For n E IV the process MC”) is in E(“) and hence M is an element of E, c E 
since 
= T1’4 c I(M’“‘((~;’ 
nez 
Finally, the uniform continuity of A4 follows from Theorem 2 and the fact 
that llFx,llE -+0 and lIG~,ll~ + 0 as L(Z) --f 0. I 
The stochastic integration maps adapted processes in E into processes 
which are in E,, and this mapping is I( .(( Em - (1. I( ,m-bounded. Therefore we 
can use iteration procedures for solving stochastic differential equations. 
DEFINITION. If, for all t E K= [O, T] and processes G1 , Fl , G,, Fz E E, 
HE E, , a process M(t) is given by 
M(t) = MO + j-i G,(s) dl(s) F,(s) + j-i G*(S) dl*(s) F,(s) + l, H(s) ds 
(with M, E a( - co, 0)), then we will also say that M(t) satisfies on K the 
stochastic differential equation 
d&f(t) = G,(t) dl(t) F,(t) + G,(t) dl*(t) F,(t) + H(t) dt 
M(O)=M,. 
We note that, by Theorem 2, dM(t) = 0 implies 
JA dM(s) = J; G,(s) 4s) F,(s) + JA ‘S(S) dl*(s) F,(s) + J-, H(s) ds =0 
for all measurable A c K. 
In the following, we shall, in particular, consider stochastic evolutions, 
which are the solutions VEE, of stochastic differential equations of the 
form 
dV(t) = V(t){G,(t) dl(t) F,(t) + G,(t) d/*(t) F2(t) + H(t) dt} 
V(O)= v, 
(*I 
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with given adapted processes G 1, Gz, F, , F, E E, H E Ed, and initial condi- 
tion V, E %3( - co, 0). We will also need to consider a more general version 
d+‘(t) = W(t){G,(t) dl(t) F,(t) + GJt) d/*(t) Fs(t) + H,(t) dt} 
+ {W) 42) FAf) + G‘,(t) d!*(t) F*(t) + Hz(f) dt) w(t) 
+ G,(t) PoCVt)l FAf) dt 
(**I 
W(O) = wo, 
where G1, G,, G3, G4, F,, F,, F,, F4e~, G,, F,EQ, H,, H,EQ, and 
W, E @( - 00, 0) are given. Putting G, = G, = G, = F3 = F4 = F, = H, = 0 
we recover (*) from (**). 
THEOREM 4. The stochastic differential equation (**) has a unique 
solution W in E, . 
Proof. The equation (NM) is equivalent to 
W(t) = Wo+ j; W(s) G,(s) 4s) F,(s) + j; W(s) G,(s) dl*(s) F&l 
+ j,: W(s) H,(s) ds + j; GAS) 4s) F&J W(s) 
+ j; G&l d/*(s) F&l W(s) + j; H,(s) W(s) ds 
+ s ; GAS) PoII W(s)1 F&J ds. 
In order to approximate the solution on an interval [0, to] we put 
W,(t) := w, 
and 
W,(t) := Wo+ j; W,- I(s) G,(s) 4s) F,(s) 
-t j; Wr- 16) G*(S) dl*(s) FAs) + j; Wr- I(s) H,(s) ds 
+ j; GAS) 4s) Fds) Wr- I(S) + j; G&l d/*(s) F&J W,-,(s) 
+ jr HZ(S) Wr- I(S) ds + j; G,(s) PoL- Wr- ,@)I F,(s) ds 
0 
for r >, 2. 
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The process W, and therefore the processes W,, r 2 1, belong to E,. 
Using ll&UW~,~ IIWIEm~ applying the estimates for products of pro- 
cesses in the remark following the definition of E,, and applying Theorem 3 
we obtain 
IIWr- Wr--lLm 
G Il(Wr-,- Wr-1) G,ll,- IlF,ll,+ Il(Wr-,- Wr-,) Gllc. llf’~ll, 
+ Il(W,-,- U/‘,-hW,,+ llG~ll,~ll~AWr-~- Wr-,)I16 
+ IlG,lIe. Ill;,(@‘r-,- Wr-,)I,+ IIff,(Wr-,- Wr-,NIe, 
+ IIGd’,C(Wr-, - W,-,)I Fsll,, 
G Il(Wr-,- Wr-,)IIem. ~IIGII,~ IlF~llc+ IlG~llc. lFA,+ lIfbl/,, 
+ IlG,lI,. llF311, + IIGJle. IIJ’JI, f IWZIIE, + IlGslL,~ IIM,)~ 
Now we can choose t,, small enough so that the expression in the bracket 
becomes less than 1. By standard arguments, Banach’s fixed point theorem 
guarantees a unique solution on the interval [0, t,]. We then repeat this 
procedure: we apply it next to an interval [to, tl] starting with the initial 
value W( to) = lim, _ o. W,(t,,), and so on, and after finitely many steps we 
obtain a unique solution on the whole interval [O, TJ. 1 
Remark. By Theorem 3, the solution W is continuous. 
4. IT& FORMULA 
Ito’s formula allows us to write the product of two stochastic integrals 
as a sum of stochastic integrals. Let &r(t) and #(t) denote any of the 
three symbols dl(t), d/*(t), and dt, and consider 
M’(t) = 1; G’(s) d&) l+(s), 
M’(t) = 1; G’(s) dP(s) F’(s). 
We want to write 
M(t) := M’(t) M2(t) 
as a sum of stochastic integrals. In a differential form we should have 
dM=M1dM2+dM’M2+dM1dM2 
= M’G2 di2 F2 + G’ dl’ F1M2 + G’ df’ FIG2 d12 F2. 
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Whereas the meaning of the first wo terms presents no problem, we are 
left with the problem of interpreting the third term. 
THEOREM 5. For F’, F2, G’, G2~ E define M’(t) and M’(t) as above. 
Then we have the Zt8 formula 
Ml(t) M’(t) = j; G’(s) di’(s) F’(s)} .{I; G’(s) di2(s) F2(s)} 
= j; M’(s) G2(s) di2(s) F2(s) + 1’ G’(s) di’(s) F’(s) M2(s) 
0 
+ j; G’(s) P,[F’(s) G’(s)] di(s) F2(s), 
where di is defined according to the table 
di’ \di2 dl dl* dt 
dl 0 dt 0 
dl* 0 0 0 
dt 0 0 0. 
We can reformulate our assertion in a differential way: the product of all 
differentials is zero except 
dl(t)F(t)dl*(t)=P,[F(t)] dt=F”‘(t)dt=F;“‘(t)dt. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the assertion holds for F’ E $I), 
F2 E &p2), G’ E E&““), and G2 E ~6~~). Thus we consider 
F’= i x*,F;, F2= i x,,F:, 
,=l r=l 
G’= i x,,G;, G2= i x,,G:, 
i=l i=l 
where Ii := [ti, ti+ i). Since the point t is arbitrary but fixed, we can refine 
the given partition in such a way that t coincides with one of the end points 
of the intervals. Therefore, we may assume t, + , = t (r < k). 
We reline now the given partition [0, t) = UT=, Ii: For fixed q E N we 
divide each of the intervals Zi in q disjoint subintervals ZT = [ t7, ty + ’ ) 
(m = 1, ,,,, q) of the same length: Ii= Uz= 1 Zy. In the end q will tend to co. 
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We have 
G’= i i X,,Gj, 
i=l m=l 
G2= i i qGj, 
J=l I=1 
and therefore (where for d&t) = dt = dA(t) the term 1(1?) has to be under- 
stood as A(]?)) 
A4 := j; G’(s) d&) F’(s)) . {j; G’(S) dZ2(s) F’(s)) 
i i Gft’(Zy) Ff i i Gjf2(1;) Ff 
i=l m=l j=l I=1 
+Img,, {GfTl(I~)F,‘GiZ12(1:)~~} 
* I 
+ 1 { Gi’i’(Z:) Ff Gi’f2(I,!) F;}. 
Iy=I; 
Here &;<I; denotes the sum over all i, m, j, Z, such that the interval 1: 
precedes the interval I,!, and the other two sums are interpreted similarly. 
In particular, the third sum runs over all indices with i = j and m = 1. 
As q tends to CO we want to identify these three summands with the three 
terms in It8’s formula. 
We write the first summand as 
i i II~,~G,‘~~(Z,!) F,z, 
j=l I=1 
where, for fixed indices j and I, 
M,,, := 1 
Iy<I; 
Gf f’(Zy) Ff = ib’ G’(s) d&) F’(s). 
Hence, the first summand can be expressed as 
s ’ A?(s) G*(s) dP(s) F’(s) 0 
with 
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R(s) := 5 i Qs) 1: Gl(s) di’(s) F’(s). 
j=l /=l 
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The process $f belongs to E, and converges to M’ as q tends to co. There- 
fore, as q tends to cc the first summand converges to 
s ’ M’(s) G*(S) di*(s) F*(s). 0 
The second summand may be dealt with in the same way and converges 
to the second term of Ito’s formula. 
To deal with the third summand it is enough to show that, for fixed i, 
m’, (Gji’(Zy) F;G:i’(Zy) F?} 
converges to J I, G’(s) P,[F’(s) G*(S)] d&s) F*(s) 
as q tends to co. Summation over i then gives the assertion. 
Since the processes G’(s) and F*(S) are constant on each Ii, they can be 
taken out of the sum. Since the index i is fixed we will suppress it in the 
following and we will write H for F’G*. Hence it is sufficient to show: Let 
Z= [so, s,] be a subset of K and Z= ULzl I” be a partition into q disjoint 
subintervals of uniform length, then, for HE L~P)( - co, so), the sum 
S := ‘$ il(Zm) Hi*(Z”) converges to 
!?I=1 
j-, P,,[H] di(s) = G(O) j, di((s) 
as q tends to co; i.e., the sum tends to zero except in the case di’ = dl, 
di* = dl*, and n = 0, where it converges to @‘)1(Z) = @‘)A(Z). 
To show this we have to consider all possibilities for df’, dP separately. 
(a) di’( t) = dt or df*(t) = dt. Then the sum tends to zero, because we 
have for di’( t) = dt 
/I 
i il(zm) Hi*(zy 
??I=1 II 
G IIHII i llivv Ilf*(zv 
m=l 
= ItHIt i WY 11i2U”)ll 
Wt=l 
= IIHII llf*(~‘)ll 48 
-+O as q-+00. 
Here we have used the fact that ~~i*(Z”‘)~~ is independent of m and tends to 
zero as A(Zm) -+ 0. The case dP(t) = dt is treated analogously. 
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(b) #(t) = dZ(t). Again, we obtain 
l/Sl12 = Iw*lI 
= ,I 1 f1(zm) zzZ(Zrn) r*(z’) H’I”(I’)1/ 
I. 
= i l(Zrn) f’(zm)HH*P*(F) 
II m=1 Ii 
G i wmwl12 llwm)l12 
m=l 
= lWl12 llW’)l12 A(Z) 
-+O as q-too. 
(c) dZ’(t) = &*(t). This case is obtained from the case df2(r) = dZ(t), 
which is treated in (b), by taking the adjoint. 
(d) &l(t) = dZ(t) and &(t) = dZ*(t). We will show that in this case S 
is equal to @“)n(Z) for every q, and hence also in the limit as q tends to co. 
First let H = H(“) E ?#“)( - co, so) be of the form 
H’“‘=LOI*(f,) ..- I*(fk+n) b,) ... kc!J Vi? gi E L2( - co3 sO)) 
with k, k+n>O. For k+n>O the operator H’“’ is of the form 
L 0 z * (fi 1 Hremainder for some operator Hremainder and we obtain 
S= i LOI [*($I) HXm&n&rl*(Zm)=O, 
m= I 
since f, E L2((Z”)‘). For k > 0, H(“) is of the form L@ H:emainderI(gk) and 
we find similarly, that again S = 0. Since for n # 0 at least one of the terms 
k and k + IZ is greater than zero and since sums of operators of the above 
form are dense in L@‘)( - co, so), we obtain S = 0 for all HE 2@‘)( - co, sO) 
with n # 0. 
Now consider the case n = 0. If H(O) is of the above form and k 7 0 then 
S again vanishes. Hence, the only non-vanishing case is for H(O) = Z?-(O) = 
R(O) = L @ ll. In this case S can be written as 
s= i Lol(zm)l*(zm) 
m=l 
= i A(Zrn) L @ Q = A(Z) L 6 21 = A(Z) R(O). 
m=l 
Since llZ?“)ll < (IZZ(O)(), the same holds for all ZZ(‘) E W(‘)( - co, so). 1 
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5. STOCHASTIC EVOLUTIONS 
We will now consider stochastic differential equations of the form 
dU(t)= U(t)(G(t)dl(t)-tdZ*(t)F(t)+H(t)dt} 
(*) 
U(O)=Q. 
In particular, we want to find conditions on the processes G, FE F, HE E~ 
which guarantee a unitary solution U(t) for all f E K = [0, T]. 
By Theorem 4, there exists a unique continuous solution U of (*) in 6,. 
First we will look for necessary conditions on G, F, H. Assume that U(t) 
is unitary for all t E K, i.e., 
u*(t) U(t) = U(t) u*(t) = Il. 
The process U* is a solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dU*(t) = {dZ*(t) G*(t) + F*(t) dl(t) + H*(r) dt} U*(t) 
u*(o) = II. 
By It& formula, we find 
O=d(Q) 
=d(U*(t) U(t)) 
=dU*(t) U(t)+ U*(t)dU(t)+dU*(t)dU(t) 
= {d/*(t) G*(t) + F*(t) dZ(t) + H*(t) dt} 
+ {G(t)dl(t)+dl*(t)F(t)+H(t)dt}+ {F*(t)F(t)dt) 
= {G(t)+F*(t)} dZ(t)+dl*(t){F(t)+G*(t)} 
+ {H*(t) + H(t) +F*(t) F(t)} dt. 
In order to use this identity to deduce conditions on G, F, and H, we need 
a lemma which allows us to conclude from this equation that the coefficients 
of d/(t), d/*(t), and dt vanish. We state this lemma slightly more general 
than actually needed. 
LEMMA 5. For D, E, F, G E E, HE F., , the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) dM(t) := E(t) dZ*(t) D(t) + G(t) d&t) F(t) + H(r) dt=O. 
(ii) ,!?“‘D = 0 and GF(“’ = 0 for all n E Z, and H = 0. 
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Proof First we show (ii) * (i). 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 we find for n E Z and Ic K 
G(s) dl(s) F’“‘(s) 2 = jI G(s) P’“‘(s) F’“‘*(s) G*(s) ds . 
II (1 (I 
Thus GF@’ = 0 implies 
f 
G(s) d/(s) F’“‘(s) = 0, 
I 
and therefore 
jI G(s) d/(s) F(s) = 1 j G(s) dl(s) F’“‘(s) = 0. 
?zEH I 
By taking adjoints we see that E’“‘o = 0 for all n E E implies 
s E(s) dl*(s) D(s) = 0. I 
Since H = 0 we also have 
s H(s) ds = 0. I 
Now we prove the implication (i) * (ii). 
We first note that for a process H(t) the assumption H(t) dt = 0 means 
Jr, H(s) ds= 0 for all t EK. This implies lA H(s) ds=O for all measurable 
A c K, hence H(t) = 0 L-almost everywhere (cf. [DiU]). 
By assumption, we have for all t E K 
M(t) = j; E(s) dl*(s) D(s) + j; G(s) d/(s) F(s) + j; H(s) ds = 0. 
By It& formula we obtain for all t E K 
0 = M(t) M*(t) = j; M(s) dM*(s) + j; dM(s) M*(s) 
+ j; dM(s) dM*(s) 
= s : G(s) P,[F(s) F*(s)] G*(s) ds. 
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This implies for almost every t E K 
0= G(t) P,[F(t) F*(t)] G*(t) 
= c G(t) PJF’“‘(t) F’“‘(t)] G*(t) 
n.zh 
= *Tz G(t) F’“‘(t) F’“‘(t) G*(t) (cf. Lemma 3(d)). 
Since all summands are positive, it follows that G(t) F’“‘(t) = 0 for almost 
every t and hence Gp(“’ = 0 in c2 for all n E Z. 
In the same way we derive from 
0 = M*(t) M(t) =s,: D*(s) P,[E*(s) E(s)] D(s) ds
that E’“‘D vanishes for all n E H. 
According to the implication (ii) =S (i) this implies that E(t) d,*(t) D(t) 
and G(t) dl(t) F(t) also vanish. The assumption therefore reduces to 
H(t) dt = 0 which implies H= 0. m 
Applying this lemma to our problem we find that the conditions 
G*+F=O 
F*+G=O 
H* + H+ F*F=O 
are necessary for the unitarity of the solution U. Now we will show that 
they are also sufficient. 
THEOREM 6. if the processes F, G E E, HE E, satisfy 
G*+F=O 
H*+H+F*F=O 
then the solution of (*) is unitary for all t E K. 
ProoJ By Ito’s formula we conclude from our assumption 
d(U(t) U*(t)) = dU(t) U*(t) + U(t) dU*(t) + dU(t) dU*(t) 
= U(t){G(t) dl(t) +df*(t) F(t) + H(t) dt 
+ dl*(t) G*(t) + F*(t) dl(t) + H*(t) dt 
+ G(t) G*(t) dt} U*(t) 
= 0. 
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hence 
U(t) u*(t) = U(0) u*(o) = 21 
Thus it remains to show that U*(t) U(t) = II. 
The process 
W(t) := u*(t) U(t) 
satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
dW(t) = W(t){G(t) d/(t) + dl*(t) F(t) + H(t) dt} 
+ {d/*(t) G*(t)+F*(t)d/(t)+H*(t)dt} W’(t) 
+ F*(t) Po[ W(t)] F(r) dz 
W(0) = 9. 
The process W(t) = W(0) = 8, t E K, is a solution of this differential 
equation. By Theorem 4, this solution is unique. Therefore, 
u*(t) U(l) = W(t) = 4 for all t E K, 
hence U(t) is unitary for all t E K. 1 
Remarks. (1) Lemma 5 can be generalized as follows. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) dM(t) = E,(t) dl*(t) Dl(t) + &(t) dl*(t) D*(t) 
+ G,(t) d/(t) F,(t) + G,(t) d/(t) F,(t) + H(t) dt 
=o 
(ii) ,!?p’D, + ,?$“‘D, = 0, G,F’;‘+ G*Py’= 0 
for all nEZ, and H=O. 
Similar generalizations hold for more summands. 
(2) The corresponding generalization of Theorem 6 is as follows. The 
solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dU(t)= U(t){Gl(t)dl(t)F,(t)+G,(t)dl*(t)F,(t)+H(t)dr} 
U(0) = II 
is unitary for all t E K if and only if we have for all n E i2 
G,Fy’+ F;@+” = 0 
H+H*+F:P,[@G,] F2=0. 
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6. DILATIONS 
In the same way as in the Bosonic and Fermionic case [HuP, ApH], we 
will now construct dilations of special semigroups of completely positive 
operators. Such a dilation is usually interpreted as the Markov process 
whose transition probabilities are described by the semigroup [AFL, 
Kfim2]. General definitions on dilations may be found in [Kiiml ] and 
[Kiim2]. For our purposes, however, it is enough to consider dilations in 
their special form as described below in Theorem 7. 
We consider 
T, = e’-“: B(X) + B(X) (t 20) with 3’: B(X) + B(X); 
XH 2(X) := i[H, X] - {(L*Lx- 2L*xL + xL*L), 
where H, L E B(s) and H is self-adjoint. 
(*) 
These are the fundamental building blocks of all identity preserving com- 
pletely positive semigroups on B(X) in the following sense: The generator 
9 of a uniformly continuous completely positive unital semigroup on 
B(Z) is of the form 
Z(X)=i[H, X1-f fj (L7LjX-2L.fXL,tXL:Lj), 
J--1 
where H, Lj E B(X), H is self-adjoint, and x1?= l L,* L, converges in the 
strong topology [Lbl]. 
In order to construct a dilation of (*) we need the following ingredients. 
Let U be the solution of the stochastic differential equation (we identify 
L with L@Q and H with H@Q) 
dU(t)=U(t){-L*dZ(t)+df*(t)L+(iH-$L*L)dt} 
U(O)=Q. 
(**) 
This solution exists uniquely on K = [0, T] and is unitary for all t E K by 
Theorem 6. Letting T tend to infinity we can define U(t) for all t E [0, cc ). 
Furthermore, we define the time shift S,: 9 -+ 9 on the Fock space by 
S,(f* 0 ... Of,) = (s,f, JO ... 0 (s,f,), 
where s, is the shift on L*(R): 
s,: L2(R) -+ L2(R); (s,f)(s) :=f(s + f). 
In the following it is convenient to identify S, with II 0 S, E B(Z) @ B(9). 
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LEMMA 6. If U is the solution of(w), then 
U(t +s) = U(t) S,‘U(s) s, (cocycle property) 
for t, s 2 0. 
Prooj Fix t, s 2 0 and consider, on [0, t + s], the function 
V(i) := 
i 
U(i), for IE [0, t] 
Cl(t) S,‘U(i- t)S,, for tlE [t, t +s]. 
We will show that V and U coincide on [0, t + s]. 
Since 
S;‘r*(f1) ... ,*(f,) Qg,) ..* l(g,) S, 
= l*(s;‘f,) . . . z*(s,‘f,) I(s;‘g,) . . . l(s,‘g,) 
and s,~‘L,(Z) = &(I+ t), we have S;‘99(Z) S, = 9(Z+ t). This implies that 
the process 
ic* S;‘U(i- t) s,, 
and hence also V, is adapted and so is an element of E. Furthermore, for 
FE E and i> t we have 
S,’ 
i 
j;-‘F(s) d/(s)} S,=+;‘F(s- t) S,dl(s) 
f 
(and similarly for integrals with respect to dl* and dt), since this is valid 
for simple functions F= Cf=, xI,Fi as is shown by an elementary computa- 
tion. Hence, we get for I E [t, t + s] 
V(i) = U(t) S;‘U(i- t) s, 
= U(t) S;’ II -I;-’ U(s)L* dZ(s) 
+ I:-’ U(s) d/*(s) L+ 6-’ U(s) (iH- $L*L) ds} S, 
= U(t)-/’ U(t) S;‘U(s- t) S,L* dl(s) 
t 
+ ,‘U(t)S;lU(s-t)S,dl*(s)L 
s 
+I’ U(t) S;‘U(s- t) S,(iH- iL*L) ds 
I 
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=U(t)-ji v(s)L*dl(s)+Ji v(s)df*(s)L f I 
5 
i 
+ V(s)(iH- ;L*L) ds. 
f
We see that V satisfies the differential equation (**) on [t, t + s]. Since the 
initial values V(t) and U(t) coincide, we conclude that I/= U. 1 
Now consider for t > 0 the mapping 
T*:B(3q@B(s)+B(~)@B(~) 
ZH u(t) S,‘ZS,u*(t). 
The cocycle property of U implies the semigroup property of ri, 
fJ+JZ)= F,(U(s) s,‘zs,u*(s)) 
= U(t) s;‘U(s) s,‘zs,u*(s) s,u*(t) 
= U(t+s)S;,‘,ZS,+,U*(t+s) 
= C,AZ)? 
hence f,fs:,= f,,,. Therefore, f, is a semigroup of automorphisms of 
B(X) 0 B(B) which may be extended to an automorphism group. 
THEOREM 7. Let f, be defined as above. Then (B(#)@B(F), p,) is a 
tensor dilation of (B(X), T,), i.e., the following diagram commutes for t 2 0: 
where 
and 
i: B(X’)+B(X)@B(F) 
Xk+X@Q 
P,: B(S)@ B(9) + B(S) 
xoAHp(A)X=(SZ,AQ)X. 
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ProojI We have to show that 
for t 2 0, where 2 := X0 21. 
For XEB(X) put 
2(t) := U(t) s;‘k!T,u*(t) 
= U(t) m*(t) 
(thus y(O) = 8) and 
Y&k-) := B&f(t)] =&-U(t) m*(t)]. 
Then we have to prove 
z(X) = T,(X) = e’“(X). 
We have 
d$(t) = dU(t) m*(t) + u(t) 8dU*(t) + dU(t) TdU*(t) 
= U(t){ -L*fdl(t) f d/*(t) LY+ (iH- $L*L)2dt 
+ ii?L* dZ(t) - d/*(t) $L + 2( -iH- fL*L) dt + L*TL dt} U*(t). 
Since 
j-,G(t)dl(t)F(t) =0 1 
and 
j-,G(t)dl*(t)F(t) =0 1 
for G, FE E (note that df(t) F(t) = d/(t) p(t)) and 
for HE Ed, it follows that 
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%(A-) = &l?(t)] 
=P,[2(O)]+j’P,[U(s){(iH-:L*L)B 
0 
+ 2( - iH-- $L*L) + L*h} U*(s)] ds 
= x+ J;: p,[ U(s) Yi) U*(s)] ds 
=X+ j-’ <(c!?(X)) ds. 
0 
But this is equivalent to 
z(X) = e’“(X). a 
Remark. (i) It is easy to check that this dilation satisfies the Markov 
property (cf. [AFL, Kiiml]) with respect to the vacuum state p. 
(ii) As in the Bosonic and Fermionic case this construction can now 
be generalized in order to construct dilations for more general norm 
continuous identity preserving semigroups on B( 2’). 
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